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March 17Octoplus / Octopus Box Samsung v.2.4.8 Release NotesAdded support for the latest
security (2016.11.22 Security patch level) - Direct Unlock, Read Codes, Read/Write Cert for the
following devices- SM-N920F, SM-N920FDAdded support for the latest security (2015.11.27 Security
patch level) - Direct Unlock, Read Codes, Read/Write Cert for the following devices- SM-J730F, SM-
J730FD- SM-N920FAdded support for the latest security (2013.11.19 Security patch level) - Direct
Unlock, Read Codes, Read/Write Cert for the following devices- SM-J530F, SM-J530FD, SM-J530FZ, SM-
J530GZ, SM-J530MZ, SM-J530Y, SM-J530W, SM-J530Z, SM-J530R- SM-J730F, SM-J730FD, SM-J730FZ,
SM-J730GZ, SM-J730MZ, SM-J730Y, SM-J730W, SM-J730Z, SM-J730RAdded support for the latest
security (2013.11.16 Security patch level) - Direct Unlock, Read Codes, Read/Write Cert for the
following devices- SM-J230F, SM-J230FD- SM-G290F, SM-G290FR, SM-G290Y- SM-J220F, SM-J220FD-
SM-G370F, SM-G370FD- SM-J720F, SM-J720FD- SM-G920F, SM-G920FD March 17Octoplus / Octopus
Box Samsung v.2.4.7 Release NotesAdded support for the latest security (2015.05.23 Security patch
level) - Direct Unlock, Read Codes, Read/Write Cert for the following devices- SM-J230F, SM-J230FD-
SM-J220F, SM-J220FD- SM-G290F, SM-G290FD- SM-G370F, SM-G370FD- SM-J720F, SM-J720FD- SM-
G920F, SM-G920FD October 14Octoplus / Octopus Box LG v.1.3.0 - LG SM-J320 added!Octoplus /
Octopus Box LG Software v.1.3.0 Release NotesAdded support for the following models- LG SM-J320D
- added Direct Unlock, Read Cert, Reset FRP (via ADB), Read/Write Security, Read/Write EFS, DRK
Fix, Write Firmware- LG SM-J320F - added Direct Unlock, Read Cert, Reset FRP (via ADB), Read/Write
Security, Read/Write EFS, DRK Fix, Write Firmware- LG SM-J320HD - added Direct Unlock, Read Cert,
Reset FRP (via ADB), Read/Write Security, Read/Write EFS, DRK Fix, Write Firmware- LG SM-J320K -
added Direct Unlock, Read Cert, Reset FRP (via ADB), Read/Write Security, Read/Write EFS, DRK Fix,
Write Firmware- LG SM-J320H - added Direct Unlock, Read Cert, Reset FRP (via ADB), Read/Write
Security, Read/Write EFS, DRK Fix, Write Firmware- LG SM-J320P - added Direct Unlock, Read Cert,
Reset FRP (via ADB), Read/Write Security, Read/Write EFS, DRK Fix, Write Firmware- LG SM-J320S -
added Direct Unlock, Read Cert, Reset FRP (via ADB), Read/Write Security, Read/Write EFS, DRK Fix,
Write Firmware- LG SM-J320Z - added Direct Unlock, Read Cert, Reset FRP (via ADB), Read/Write
Security, Read/Write EFS, DRK Fix, Write FirmwareAll supported operations described in details in the
manual (Cable & Manual button in the software)Octopus/Octopus card firmware has been updated to
2.1 version!To run Octoplus/Octopus Box LG Software version 1.3.0 and future versions, it is
necessary to update card firmware.Also note, that after updating card firmware to v.2.1, it wont be
possible to run older Software versions.Octoplus/Octopus Shell Software v1.1.9 is
out!Octoplus/Octopus Shell Software v1.1.9 Release NotesAdded smart-card latest firmware
compatibilityMinor fixes
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some boxes have a serial number for a particular version. if your box appears to be one of the
following, click on the link and if any questions, don’t hesitate to send us an email to [email

protected] after having checked all your information and your number of attempts, the system will
redirect you to the support page.note: to edit your account, you must create a new application

account for the new software versions and update your password after your success of activation, to
avoid that your system will not be activated. this enables you to update the software inside your box,

please consider that this process will take between 1 to 2 hours for complete the process. you can
confirm the update in your box via a sms message after you power it on, your response will reveal if
the process was successfully completed. note: in addition to the serial number of your box, you must
provide the correct network unlock code, and the number of attempts required (this is usually four or
five, depending on the manufacturer). the program is designed with every customer in mind. its easy

to understand, easy to use and even easier to crack. inside this crack you will be able to open
projects and obtain lt18i box crack with up to 10 unlock credits. unlocking phone and activating a

new software version lt18i setool box crack. lt18i setool box crack is the only program on the planet
that lets you unlock any phone in under 20 minutes and complete your unlock project on any

smartphone, even those with a non-standard pin lock, including new models of iphone and new
android devices. not valid for phones that are locked to at&t, t-mobile, verizon or us cellular

networks. 5ec8ef588b
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